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Abstract.In this food chemistry research, we researched on food additive regulations based 

on the US& UK,then discussed the controversial topic of whether synthetic(artificial) foods & 

food additives are better or worse than those that are of natural sources. The purpose of this 

research is to educate ourselves and other people regarding that matter and to eventually 

reduce the number of food-chemophobic people as food industries use those ingredients to 

benefit consumers in economic, sensory, or nutritional perspectives. No synthetic food will 

have the same organoleptic properties as the real food; however nutritional values can be 

mimicked or even better due to the controllable quality and increased stability. 
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1.   Introduction 
 

When we think of natural vs. synthetic, we often think that natural is always better because 

we are brainwashed by "the naturalistic fallacy" to think that synthetic items are dangerous 

and the "fake version" of natural foods that will never be 100% same as the natural food. It is 

true that synthetic items will never be the same as natural ones, however, the truth is that 

synthetic isn't always bad, and sometimes it may even be better for people to consume because 

it is more customizable. Little did we know that most of the food we eat contain synthetic 

compounds. An example of how synthetic compounds are beneficial would be the invention of 

synthetic drugs to counter against naturally occurring toxins. Every molecule has to be 

analyzed by a case by case attitude instead of thinking that all molecules are created equally or 

having the mindset to think that natural is always better than synthetic. A part of why artificial 

compounds have a bad reputation is due to them being used in most processed foods, which 

are generally high in fats and simple sugars, but low in fiber. However, the processing is 

responsible for this, not the additives. In the food industry, a lot of processing takes place 

"from grass to glass" to improve the sanitation, shelf life, and other physical/chemical quality 

of the food. But lots of its naturally occurring nutrients, pigments, aromas, or flavor 

compounds are lost during processing, this is the reason behind why food chemists add 

synthetic food additives.         

2.   Discussion 

As of now according to the USFDA(United States Food and Drug Administration), the 

term "natural" can be used when the substance is derived from plants, animals, or 

fermentation, ex: "natural flavoring" means that it is derived from either those 3, whereas 

artificial additives refer to the additive being made in a lab from scratch[1]. However, people 

should also realize that the "natural" compound may also be processed and have some 

synthetic additives before it is put in the food product, ex: the addition of n-hexane in the 
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production of margarine (this is not a problem as hexane is only used as a solvent and has a 

relatively low boiling point (and its other ideal non-polar solvent properties) which means 

most/all of it has already evaporated when the product is finished)[2].  

Natural is not always better because not everything from nature is safe/good, keep in mind 

that rattlesnake venom, arsenic in wild almonds, and molds are also natural.  I think that 

people should not have the fear of synthetic materials, or chemicals (chemophobia) because 

everything we eat and everything around us, in fact, we ourselves are actually made of 

chemicals[3]. Also, they should realize that the addition of these substances is to profit the 

customer, from either a safety, sensory, economic, or nutritional perspective[4]. Synthetic 

chemicals may be beneficial for people because they are cheaper to synthesize, which means 

that the price can be more affordable for everyone because some natural items are relatively 

rare/expensive.  

An example would be vanillin which is naturally derived from vanilla beans[5], nowadays 

is synthesized in the lab by synthetic chemists through organic synthesis methods using 

petroleum derivatives which is the most sufficient method to use in comparison to the 

extraction of pure vanilla beans, or another lignin bioconversion method that includes 

microbes[6], which is great because it is a lot cheaper and saves the vanilla plants, [7] since 

the demands for the world’s most popular spice is much below the available supply [8]. The 

same compound can actually be synthesized out of castoreum from the castor sacs of beavers 

[9] and be labeled as "natural"[1]. Fortunately, this method is also quite inefficient and 

unethical. 

People should not be afraid of artificial additives because they are in fact the same exact 

compound as their natural counterparts, only different starting materials, and processing 

methods. Synthetic additives tend to be purer (have a higher concentration of a certain 

compound) than natural ones, meaning that it will be more economical for both the producers 

and consumers. In food industry labs, an array of sensory evaluation methods are used, and it 

includes professionally trained panelists are used to elaborate the sensory qualities of the food, 

such as a duo-trio testing method for it to match the standard put as a reference (in this case, 

the compound’s original source)[10]. 

Synthetic compounds can also be beneficial for people because some foods contain anti-

nutrients[11], an example would be the avidin contained in raw eggs that blocks almost all the 

absorption rate (bioavailability) of vitamin B7 (biotin)[12], and phytic acids in grains that 

block the absorption of some minerals (especially zinc) [12]which is the reason for the trend 

of sprouted grains in recent foods because they can break down the phytic acid so that the 

body can absorb those nutrients[13].  

Allergies may also be a problem from natural ingredients because the compound used for a 

certain purpose may be derived from a source that people may be allergic to. Several food 

proteins, including cow’s milk, soy proteins, gluten, egg proteins, and peanut proteins cause 

severe allergic reactions in children and adults[12].Emulsifiers are chemicals that make 

emulsions happen. Nature uses proteins and phospholipids, and many emulsifiers used in 

modern food production are based on these natural substances[4].  

An example would be how lecithin, an emulsifier derived from soy/eggs may cause 

allergies to people with soy allergies(though possibilities are low & usually used in 

moderation), also, if an animal-based protein emulsifier is added to the food, it would mean 

that vegans would not be able to consume it.  So, safer, non-protein, semi-synthetic 

alternatives like E325, E327, etc (compounds can be found in nature but almost always 

synthetically produced) may be used[14].  



 

 

 

 

 

Synthetic materials are also important to prevent foodborne illnesses, like nitrates/nitrites 

to inhibit the formation of Clostridium botulinum endospores and potentially cause botulism 

to the consumer. A problem with nitrates and nitrites is their carcinogenicity, however food 

chemists will always take responsibility and add antioxidants like vitamin C/E to balance it 

out[10].  

People should not have fear of what food additives can be consumed or not, because there 

is a term that a food industry has to follow before adding substances called as the “GRAS list” 

which is a list of compounds exempt from the food additive definition because they are 

generally recognized as safe based on “a reasonable certainty of no harm from a product under 

the intended conditions of use”[10], and it is obligatory for them to follow the “Delaney’s 

Clause” which states “no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer 

when ingested by man or animal[10].”As for the people who are scared of "overdosing" on 

chemicals, there is a reference called as a “DRI” (Daily Reference Intake) for food 

technologists to follow to know how much a certain compound is added(applies to both 

natural and synthetic ingredients) and the nutritional facts label on the food product itself to 

inform consumers about the serving size of that food.  If the rules are followed by both 

producer and consumer, it will fully be safe.  

There are a few drawbacks from artificial chemicals which include the flavor and 

environmental issues. In the synthesis of artificial flavors/fragrances, only 1 compound is 

created, whereas, in natural sources, there are a lot of other compounds that can subtly change 

the sensory attributes of the food. From an environmental aspect, a disadvantage is that most 

of the compounds are made from organic compounds like petroleum derivatives, and their 

production may contribute to industrial waste, causing wastewater pollution[15]. However, I 

think this is still a better alternative in comparison to how natural additives require killing a lot 

of plants and/animals because this method can be inefficient and unsustainable due to the low 

availability & high demand of the required ingredient(s). Below shows a general graph on the 

dietary guidelines of food components which can be helpful for both producers and 

consumers:  

 

2.1   Headings, tables and figures 

 

Fig. 1. DRI (Daily Reference Intakes)[16] 



 

 

 

 

 

Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA): Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA): The 

dietary intake level that is sufficient to meet the nutrient requirement of nearly all (97% to 

98%) healthy individuals in particular life stage and gender group. When set for a nutrient, 

aim for this intake. 

Adequate Intake (AI): A recommended intake value based on observed or experimentally 

determined approximations or estimates of nutrient intake by a group (or groups) of healthy 

people that are assumed to be adequate — used when an RDA cannot be determined. When 

set for a nutrient, aim for this intake. 

Tolerable Upper Intake Level (Upper Level or UL): The highest level of nutrient intake 

that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects for almost all individuals in the general 

population. As intake increases above the Upper Level, the risk of adverse effects increases 
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